
Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis
 “Father of MODERN STATISTICS IN INDIA”                                                                                                                                   

Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis (29 June 1893 – 28 June 1972) was an 
Indian scientist and statistician from erstwhile Bengal (now West Bengal). 
He is best remembered for the Mahalanobis distance, a statistical measure, 
and for being one of the members of the first Planning Commission of free 
India. He made pioneering studies in anthropometry in India. He founded 
the Indian Statistical Institute, and contributed to the design of large-scale 
sample surveys. For his contributions, Mahalanobis has been considered 
the father of modern statistics in India. Mahalanobis distance is one of the 
most widely used metrics to find how much a point diverges from a 
distribution, based on measurements in multiple dimensions. It is widely 
used in the field of cluster analysis and classification. It was first proposed 
by Mahalanobis in 1930 in context of his study on racial likeness.
He was awarded with Padma Vibhusan by government of India in 1968. 

The government of India decided in 2006 to celebrate his birthday, 29 June, 
as National Statistical Day.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahalanobis_distance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning_Commission_(India)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planning_Commission_(India)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropometry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_Statistical_Institute
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❖ INTRODUCTION :-

The World Health Organization has declared the pandemic of the novel SARS-CoV2 infection early this year and it has now 
become a major public health challenge worldwide.The infection control and physical distancing measures are crucial to 
prevent the virus from further spreading and to help control the pandemic situation. The policy of compulsory physical 
distancing has been implemented in many countries, resulting in nationwide school and university closures. In accordance with 
this policy,academic institutions are compelled to make appropriate and timely modification in order to continue to deliver 
education and to sustain the continuation of student academic progress. The teaching and learning activities were immediately 
shifted to a full E-learning. E-learning is defined as learning that makes use of Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICTs). The incorporation of technological resources and innovative education strategies has transformed the teaching and 
learning processes. Previous studies have shown various e-learning and online learning tools that are effective for teaching and 
learning in the fields of health profession. The knowledge gain and performance of the students as a result of E-learning were 
shown to be equivalent to that of face to face methods.Blended learning is mainly defined as the integration of classroom and 
distance learning to facilitate an independent, interactive and collaborative learning among students. However, to understand it 
in a more general perspective, blended learning approach redesign courses that are developed, scheduled and implemented 
through a combination of physical and virtual learning activities. It was previously reported that blended learning provides 
better student’s satisfaction, motivation, student engagement and performance.This approach promotes active and self-directed 
learning and has gained acceptance in academic education as a complementary method to traditional learning. Despite previous 
reports on the comparison of classroom and distance learning,the evaluation on the student-centered active learning 
approaches that are delivered through blended learning methods compared to full online learning has not been widely available. 
The majorities of studies on distance learning method reported student perception of virtual learning modules that were 
integrated with classroom learning. Student feedback could provide important information for the evaluation of distance 
learning so as to improve future learning strategies. Therefore, the study aimed to analyze student perspective delivered 
through full distance learning compared to the classroom learning study program. An online questionnaire was distributed to 
the students of all semester. We hypothesized student’s positive outcomes on the acceptance of distance learning as a new 
learning strategy that was implemented during COVID-19 pandemic condition.



❖ OBJECTIVES :-
➢To provide an effective alternative path to wider opportunities in education and especially in higher 
education:
 There are different categories of potential learners. There are some who never been able to enter into any institution of higher 
learning. There are some who just need additional knowledge in a particular discipline. There are still others who are in need of 
refresher courses to cope with the latest development in their perfection. For all of those there is need for distance learning or 
correspondence education.
 
➢ To provide an efficient and less expensive education: Provision of universal schooling is beyond the means of our 
country. Increasing population and limited resources is the predicament of our educational planners. It is difficult to divert huge 
sums of money in a developing economy to match the required level of expansion for traditional schooling. Distance education 
is the only practical alternative. 

➢ To provide education facilities to all qualified and willing persons: The objective of correspondence courses is to 
provide education facilities to all qualified and willing persons who are unable to join regular university and other courses due 
to various reasons. For them, there is an incessant search for an alternative system and that system is distance education.



➢ To provide opportunities of academic pursuits to educated citizens willing to improve their 
standard of knowledge: There are many learners, both young and adults, who cannot afford to join the 
face-to-face system of education due to personal and professional responsibilities. For such type of persons, some 
provisions have to be made through distance education. Hence, the objective is to provide opportunities to 
improve the standard of knowledge and learning through continuing education while in employment. 

➢ To provide education facilities to those individuals who look upon education as a life-long 
activity: Distance education facilities are needed for those individuals who look upon education as a life-long 
activity or to acquire knowledge in a new area. Because lifelong education is emphasized for all stages of life. 
“Life-long education is a cherished goal of the educational process”. This presupposes universal literacy. 
Opportunities will be provided to the youth, housewives, agricultural and industrial workers and professionals to 
continue the education of their choice, at the pace suited to them. The future thrust will be in the direction of 
open and distance learning. The distance learning system must be well-supported with instructional materials, and 
suitable radio and television programmes in different areas of study. This correspondence education or distance 
learning is becoming popular and being accepted as an alternative and economical approach to our formal 
education system.



PROJECT WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE:-
This project is organized in the following subdivisions :

• Creating a Google form to acquire data of various students, all around West Bengal, regarding their preference of online or offline class over the 
distance of home from college.

   A data of 400+ students have been recorded positively.
 

• Collected primary data was then scrutinised and divided into sections ; 
 The class was differentiated as online and offline and the distance was   partitioned as long distance and short distance.
 

• Based on the above sections, tally marks were performed for presentation of data in cellular form, and were recorded.
 

• A 2 x 2 table is constructed.
 

• The cell-frequencies, together  with the grand total, gives the joint (frequency) distributions of the attributes, because they show how the two 
attributes vary jointly in the given group of individuals.

 
• The row-totals ( marginal frequencies) together with the grand total, gives the distribution of attribute “classes”.

 
• The column-totals. together with the grand total, gives the marginal distribution of “distance”.

 
• Formulas by Yule are thereby used for the calculations which are,
∙ Coefficient of association
∙ Coefficient of colligation.

 

∙ An inference has been drawn by analysing data in a broader sense, which marks the end of this project.
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Tabular Form of analysed data : -



 Yule’s coefficient of association:
Yule’s coefficient of association (Q) measures the strength and direction of association. “Association” 
means that the attributes have some degree of agreement.

The coefficient ranges from -1 to +1. The values -1 to 0 indicate inverse relationship (association) 
between the attributes; the values 0 to +1 indicate direct relationship (association) between the attributes. 

 

 

Yule’s coefficient of Colligation:
Yule’s coefficient of colligation (Y) is a measure of association between two binary variables. It is closely 
related to the odds ratio.

The coefficient varies from -1 to +1. -1 reflects total negative association, +1 reflects total positive 
association while 0 indicates no association at all.

Yule’s Y measures association in a substantial, intuitively understandable way and is therefore considered 
more preferable to measure association.

 

 

 



 



 



SIMILAR SOLUTIONS :
Besides using measures of association  to approach this problem, there can be other ways to do it, which are mentioned below:

 

Correlation  is one measure through which we can find that two attributes are dependent on each or not.

 
For large set of attribute values, set of each attribute value can be treated as a vector. The scalar product of two vectors (with 

subtracted mean value) and normalized with both norms is a good measure of similarity.

 
Using information gain ratio or Gini index can also be considered as one of the statistical methods to find the degree of similarity 

of dissimilarity among the features of a dataset.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



INFERENCES:
From the previous calculations, the following inferences can be drawn:

▪ There is a very slight positive association between two attributes. In other words, the evidence that 
the students’ approach towards online study gets affected by long distance, is less. The same goes 
for the relation between offline studies and short distance of  home from college.

 
▪ In true sense, the association of  distance with study approach is negligible and can be ignorable.

 
▪ In broader view of  the data analysed, we can infer that the students are more interested doing 

studies in offline mode  than online, even now.
 

So, we can thereby conclude that whatever be the distance, the approach of  students learning offline 
doesn’t change, they are always eager to leave their couch and start going to college, with full zest and 
enthusiasm!! Hoping that a day like this will come soon.

 



THANK 
YOU


